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Abstract—Security incidents can arise from the misuse of
existing software systems. Thus, appropriate logging mechanisms
should be implemented at the software level to support the
detection and investigation of security incidents. However, due
to insufﬁcient logging, security incidents often go undetected
for long periods. Moreover, even after a security incident is
detected, there is not enough information to fully reconstruct
how an incident occurred. Insufﬁcient logging may be due to the
limited security expertise of software developers, who may not
know what are the most critical security incidents. Also, for large
software systems and a multitude of potential misuse scenarios,
it is cumbersome to identify when and what logging instructions
should be implemented. In this paper, we propose a preliminary
idea to automate the development of “forensic-ready” software
systems. These systems can log a minimum amount of relevant
data that can be used to detect and investigate potential security
incidents. Our approach allows a security engineer to elicit a set
of potential software misuse scenarios, expressed as annotated
sequence diagrams. These diagrams are then used—together with
a control ﬂow graph of the software system— to identify the exact
location where logging instructions should be placed and the
information they should log. Finally, logging instructions can be
injected into designated software system locations using AspectOriented Programming. We illustrate our approach using an
example of software misuse in a human resources management
software system.
Index Terms—Forensic Readiness; Forensic-Ready Software
Systems; Logging; Logging in Software Systems; Digital Forensics

I. I NTRODUCTION
Security incidents are increasing and threats are becoming
more diverse [1]. For example, in December 2018, Symantec
was blocking daily more than 1.3 million unique web attacks
on devices connected to the Internet [2]. For security incidents,
we refer to malicious activities that can violate either an
organization policy or a law [3]. Logs can store relevant
information such as, username, date, timestamp, description
of an event, which can shed light on how a security incident
happened [4]. Although researchers have proposed the use
of logs to detect and investigate security incidents [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9], security breaches often go undetected for long
periods, and/or it is not always possible to fully reconstruct
how an incident occurred.
The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) has
identiﬁed insufﬁcient logging as one of the most critical

vulnerabilities for web applications [10]. For example, the
security breach targeting the Marriot Customer Reservation
Software System in November 2018 [11], was undetected
for four years [12] due to insufﬁcient logging. Similarly, the
digital investigators that were tasked to reconstruct the 2013
Yahoo data breach [13] —the largest in history— were not
able to assess the real objective of the breach and identify
the offenders. Insufﬁcient logging may be due to the limited
security expertise of software developers, who may not know
what are the most relevant security incidents, which could
occur. Also, for large software systems and a multitude of
potential security incidents, it is cumbersome to identify when
and what logging instructions should be implemented.
The notion of forensic-readiness has been proposed [14],
[15] to highlight the importance for organizations to preserve
digital data proactively (e.g., through logging), which may
facilitate detection and investigation of potential security incidents. Forensic-readiness can maximise the potential to use
digital evidence, when required, whilst minimizing the costs
of an investigation. Although several approaches have been
proposed to support forensic-readiness [14], [16], [17], [18],
they mainly provide general guidelines at the organization
level [19]. They do not indicate how logging should be implemented in existing software systems to collect information
about the relevant, potential security incidents.
In this paper, we propose a preliminary idea to automate
the development of “forensic-ready” software systems. These
systems can log a minimum amount of relevant data that can
be used to detect and investigate potential security incidents.
Our underlying assumption is that security incidents may arise
from the misuse of software (e.g., it may allow the illegitimate
modiﬁcation of sensitive records). Our approach requires a
security engineer —who has expertise about potential security incidents— to elicit a set of potential software misuse
scenarios, expressed as UML sequence diagrams. These are
reverse engineered by replaying the incident on the software
system. The UML sequence diagrams are then annotated with
information about the software system state that is relevant to
the misuse represented.
The annotated UML sequence diagrams are then used in
combination with a control ﬂow graph of the software system, to identify the exact location where logging instructions

should be placed and the information they should log. Finally,
we can instrument the software system to inject appropriate
logging instructions to designated software systems locations,
using Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP). Automated generation of logging instructions removes from the software
developers the burden of making decisions about where to
log and what to log, to detect a set of security incidents. Note
that, while we aim to collect the minimal and relevant data,
currently, our work does not consider privacy concerns arising
from upcoming data protection regulations, such as the GDPR.
We illustrate our approach using a running example that
revolves around software for human resources management,
which allows the illegitimate approval of travel requests.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we provide
some background about logging and review related research
about logging in software engineering. In Section III we
motivate our approach using a running example. In Section IV
we explain our approach for supporting automated logging
for forensic-ready software systems. Finally, in Section V we
conclude the paper and discuss future research directions.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
A log is a collection of events. An event indicates an
occurrence of a state change in an environment [7]. For
example, an event in a web server log can indicate whether
or not a document was uploaded successfully. Logs can be
generated by different sources such as operating systems,
networks, digital devices, software systems [7]. Logs can
have different purposes, such as anomaly detection, problem
diagnosis, program veriﬁcation, usage analysis, security monitoring [20]. For our approach, we are interested in using logs
for security purposes to detect potential incidents determined
by the misuse of software systems.
To implement logging statements in software systems developers can use off-the-shelf libraries, such as Log4j [21]
for Java-based software systems. However, they still need to
rely on their knowledge and expertise [8] to decide: a) where
to log, i.e. the locations where logging statements should be
placed, and b) what to log, i.e. the information to be recorded
in the logging statements [20]. However, often developers do
not have expertise on how to log for security purposes, because
they may not be aware of how the software can be misused
and what information should be collected to detect potential
software misuses.
Researchers have proposed different approaches to give
suggestions to developers about where to log and what to
log, either for security and also other purposes. For example,
Fu et al. [22] performed an empirical study using two large
software systems at Microsoft to analyse the logging practices
of developers in the industry, focusing on where developers
log. In their study, they identify various categories of log
statements, half of them are used to record unexpected situations (e.g., exceptions or function return errors), and the other
half records normal execution information at critical execution
points. Also, Fu et al. found that developers decide to add
logging statements depending on exception types and context

information. These ﬁndings were validated through a questionnaire survey performed with 54 experienced developers at
Microsoft.
Zhu et al. [20] performed an empirical study with two
large software systems at Microsoft and two open-source
systems from GitHub. The purpose of the study is to develop
a logging tool, LogAdvisor, which could learn automatically
the common logging practice (e.g., where to log), from existing logging instances in the four studied software systems.
These two approaches [22][20] guide developers about where
logging should be performed, focusing on detection of runtime errors in software written in C#. However, the logging
practices suggested in this work are not aimed to detect
security incidents caused by the misuse of software systems.
Other researchers have proposed approaches to protect log
ﬁles from tampering. Ma and Tsudik [23] propose a novel
cryptographic technique to ensure the integrity of audit logs
generated and stored on untrusted machines. Sinha et al. [24]
propose an infrastructure for secure logging that is capable
of detecting the tampering of logs by powerful adversaries
residing on the device where logs are generated. However,
this work focuses on protecting the integrity of logs but it
does not tackle the creation of logs necessary to detect security
incidents in software systems. Pinto Leite [5] assesses whether
it is possible to detect operating system intrusions from the
analysis of existing log ﬁles performed using search tools.
However, this approach relies on existing log ﬁles in Unix
Operating Systems and does not provide any suggestion to
developers about how to generate new logs inside software
systems for security purposes.
King et al. [6] assess whether general audit guidelines for
electronic health record mechanisms adequately address nonrepudiation. The authors found that only a small percentage
of event types that relevant for non-repudiation are recorded.
As a result, actions including the modiﬁcation of patient demographics and assignment of user privileges can be executed
without a trace of the user acting. Later, King and Williams [4]
perform an exploratory study to identify the current state of
logging practices in Health Care Systems. The authors base
their study on an existing logging guidelines catalog [25] and
existing 2014 Edition Approved Test Procedures for Health
Information Technology in the United States. The authors
deﬁne black-box test cases representing user actions that
should be logged, and deﬁne speciﬁc expected log output
based on the identiﬁed user actions. The authors observe that
after running the test cases only a small percentage of expected
log outputs are produced. King et al. [9] also performed an
empirical study with graduate-level computer science students
to evaluate whether their heuristics-driven method improves a
software engineer’s ability to identify mandatory log events in
open-source systems as compared with using existing industry
standards. Although this work [6], [4], [9] is relevant to
assess the maturity of logging practices in existing health
software systems, it does not provide explicit guidance about
how logging statements should be implemented. Moreover,
incidents and their criticality can vary depending on the

internal policies of the organization [7] and its assets. Also,
a different software system can be misused differently by
offenders. Thus, providing generic heuristics to guide logging
practices may be ineffective. Instead, the location and the
information to be recorded inside logging statements should
depend on the internal policies of the organization and the
software system itself.
Tan [15] suggests the notion of forensic readiness as the
capability of an organization to collect digital evidence from
different logging sources, to be prepared to investigate a
security incident. However, this approach suggests collecting
digital evidence from existing logs that are found in operating
systems, networks, and intrusion detection systems, without
considering logs generated by software systems. Pasquale et
al. [26] tailor the concept of forensic readiness to software
engineering as a property that encapsulates the capabilities of
the software to conduct digital forensic processes that maximize digital evidence [27] and produces evidence that satisﬁes
the legal scrutiny in a court of law [28]. Alrajeh et al. [19]
deﬁne a framework for evidence preservation requirements of
forensic-ready systems. This framework ensures that only the
minimum amount of data that is relevant to detect a security
incident is collected. This work [19], [26] represents a ﬁrst
step towards implementing forensic-ready software systems.
However, more effort is necessary to guide the implementation
of logging statements inside software systems, to support the
detection and investigation of software misuses.

2) Henry accesses the Travel Request module and creates a
new Travel Request.
3) The Travel Request is created and sent to Arthur. However, Arthur is on holidays and cannot approve of it.
4) Henry needs approval for his travel request and connects
as Admin to the HRM software system.
5) Henry goes to the Users module and modiﬁes Arthur’s
password and exits the HRM software system.
6) Later, Henry misuses his privileges as a System Administrator because he impersonates Arthur, by connecting to
the HRM software system. The HRM software system
displays a message that: “A Manager has connected into
the HRM software system.”
7) Finally, Henry accesses the Travel Request Module,
reviews the travel request and approves it. The HRM
Software Systems displays a message: “The travel request
has been approved by Arthur Jones.”

III. M OTIVATING E XAMPLE
In this section, we present a running example that we use
to motivate our approach.
Let us consider a Human Resources Management (HRM)
software system which has the following modules: 1) Employees: it allows adding, modifying, deleting and viewing
employees; 2) Users: it allows adding, modifying, deleting
and viewing users of the HRM software system and their
credentials; 3) Travel Requests: it allows creating, modifying,
approving, deleting and viewing travel requests. Furthermore,
the HRM software system has the following user levels or
roles: a) Admin: can have access to all of the modules of
the HRM software system; b) Manager: can only have access
to modules Employees and Travel Requests; c) Employee:
can only have access to module Travel Requests, and cannot
approve travel requests.
Our incident example is caused by an insider, Henry Smith,
who is the System Administrator of the HRM software system.
Henry is going on a business trip and creates a travel request
using the HRM software system, while his line manager,
Arthur Jones, is away on holiday. Henry uses his privileges
as a System Administrator to modify Arthur’s credentials and
impersonate Arthur, in order to approve his own travel request.
Fig. 1 describes the sequence of actions characterizing this
security incident.
1) Henry connects to the HRM software system with the
user level or role Admin.

Fig. 1. Incident example representing a misuse of the HRM software system.

This scenario represents a security incident because it
violates one of the organization’s policies, i.e. “only a manager
can authorize a travel request”. If adequate logging is not
performed, this security incident can go undetected or the
investigation about this incident may be difﬁcult because
relevant evidence is missing to indicate the offenders’ identity
and the incident actions. Note that it is not possible to
prevent Henry from modifying users’ credentials, because he
requires this access right to perform his duties as a System
Administrator. Thus, it is necessary to augment the HRM
software system with the functionality necessary to ensure
accountability, which allows detecting software misuses and
identifying victims and offenders [29]. In other words, it
is necessary to implement logging functionalities that could
record the user actions that lead to potential software misuses.
IV. L OGGING TO D EVELOP F ORENSIC -R EADY S OFTWARE
S YSTEMS
Fig. 2 provides a general overview of our approach, which
has three stages:
1) Incident Modelling: A security engineer, who is the one
in the organization that has security expertise, runs a software system usage scenario that simulates the incident,
to generate an Incident Model. This Incident Model is a
UML sequence diagram that represents the steps involved

in the incident, without including the entire software
behaviour. During this stage, our approach allows the
security engineer to annotate the UML sequence diagram
including relevant information for logging, such as where
to log and what to log. The output of this stage is the
enhanced Incident Model with the annotations provided
by the security engineer.
2) Logging Instrumentation: The annotations produced by
the security engineer are used together with a control ﬂow
diagram of the software system to determine the exact
location of logging statements and speciﬁc data that these
statements should record. This is important to ensure that
logging statements provide relevant information to detect
and investigate the incident. The output of this stage is
a ﬁle that speciﬁes where to log and what to log in the
software system to detect the incident.
3) Logging Generation: Once the location and the information to be stored in the log statements is determined,
our approach instruments the software system to inject
the logging statements to the designated software system
locations. This removes from the software developer the
burden of deciding where and what to log to detect
security incidents. When the software reaches the locations where logging statements are placed, a log will
be generated. Thus, the software will produce a log ﬁle
that can be analyzed to detect and investigate security
incidents.

Fig. 2. General Overview of our Approach

Now, we explain in detail the three stages of our approach.
The ﬁrst stage, Incident Modelling (Fig. 2), allows a security

engineer, to run several software usage scenarios that simulate
the incidents of interest. For each incident, our approach
generates automatically an Incident Model, which is a UML
sequence diagram that only representing the sequence of
method invocations associated with the steps of the incident.
For our incident example described in (Fig. 1), a security
engineer, has to replay the steps of the incident on the HRM
software system.
To generate this initial UML sequence diagram, we took
inspiration from two approaches. Briand et al. [30] suggest
to reverse-engineer a Java Application. They create a UML
sequence diagram by instrumenting the application using
AspectJ, which is the implementation of Aspect-Oriented
Programming for Java [31], [30]. Labiche et al. [32] improve
the approach presented by Briand et al. [30] by dramatically reducing the information collected at runtime. The
instrumented Java Application only collects the necessary
information about Java methods such as caller and callee
objects, method signature, class name and line number of the
call. Similarly to Labiche et al. [32], we instrument a group
of selected classes of the software system using AspectJ, to
capture the execution traces associated with the steps of the
incident. We collect the necessary runtime information about
Java methods such as caller, callee objects, method signature,
class name.
Once the initial UML sequence diagram is generated, our
approach allows the security engineer to annotate the UML sequence diagram, to include relevant conditions that determine
when logging is necessary and/or additional information that
should be logged. These annotations are related to entities that
exist in our software systems, such as Java Classes or database
tables. For our incident example, (Fig. 3) we will focus on step
3, which is highlighted in the rectangle. Here, we can observe
that the security engineer adds the following notes. The ﬁrst
note (A) indicates that it is important to log who connects
to the software system because this allows identifying the offender. In our incident example, we need to record that Henry
is the employee who connects to the HRM software system
using Arthur’s credentials. The second note (B), mentions that
is important to log whenever a user with the user level or role
Manager connects to the HRM software system. This means
that we are not interested in login operations to perform by
employees with user levels of employee or admin. The third
note (C) indicates that it is important to log whenever a travel
request changes to status Approved because at this moment a
security incident can occur. The output of this stage is a ﬁnal
UML sequence diagram that contains the relevant annotations
from the security engineer about where to log and what to log
to detect the security incident.
The second stage, Logging Instrumentation (Fig. 2), receives as an input the ﬁnal UML sequence diagram. Then,
our approach performs a control ﬂow analysis of the incident,
using Soot [33], which is a Java product created by the Sable
research group from McGill University. Soot is a Java library
that can be included in a Java Application to create a control
ﬂow diagram (CFG). In a CFD, Soot deﬁnes the entry and

Fig. 4. Stage 2: Generating a Control Flow Diagram.

For our incident example, considering relevance and minimality to make our HRM software system forensic-ready,
we determined that the convenient location in HRM software
system (Fig. 5) to place logging statements to detect our
incident is the method save (C), because in this method
inside the software system, the following information can be
available to help us to detect our incident: UserName (A),
UserLevel (B), Travel Request Number, Employee Name and
Travel Request Status (C).
Fig. 3. Stage 1: Final UML Sequence Diagram.

exit methods at every point in the graph [33]. While we are
creating the control ﬂow diagram, we consider the annotations
from the security engineer to determine the exact location and
the speciﬁc information required in the software system to add
logging mechanisms to detect the incident. Additionally, while
determining where to log we consider the Java classes inside
the software system that are relevant such as the ones that
have access to the database and not the ones that implement
the graphical interface in the software system.
For our incident example, we illustrate the generation of
the control ﬂow diagram for step 3 (Fig. 3), which is where
the incident occurs. Fig. 4, shows the control ﬂow diagram
where the methods and the ﬁelds that are executed inside
the HRM software system for step 3, which is where the
incident happens. The LogIn, is the step indicated in the
Final UML sequence diagram where the user connects to the
HRM software system and it includes two methods inside the
HRM software system: getUserName (A) and getUserLevel
(B). The ChangeStatus is the other step described in the
ﬁnal UML sequence diagram which corresponds when the
manager approves the travel request and it executes inside the
HRM software system just one method: save (C). Additionally,
to determine where to log and what to log, we consider
the requirements to make forensic-ready systems deﬁned by
Pasquale et al. [26]: a) Relevance: Data preserved proactively
should be relevant to potential incident cases and able to support or refute hypotheses explaining how incidents occurred;
b) Minimality: Data preserved proactively should be minimal
and should not include any information that is unnecessary
for an investigation.

Fig. 5. Stage 2: Logging Instrumentation

While we are meeting the requirements of relevance and
minimality, currently our approach does not consider privacy
concerns such as GDPR.
The third stage, Logging generation, (Fig. 2) receives as
an input the ﬁle which contains information on the software
system related to where to log and what to log to detect the
incident. Our approach instruments our software system just
in the places where the incident is involved using Aspect J
to generate logs that detect the incident. We also use Log4j,
which is the Java logging framework to create logging statements that generate log ﬁles. Log4j is a highly conﬁgurable
framework: It assigns levels of priorities to logs such as ALL,
TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR and FATAL; it
offers mechanisms to direct logging information to different
destinations like a database, ﬁle, console, UNIX Syslog [21]
and it allows that different types of output layouts in the logs
such as XML, HTML, text [34].
For our incident example, we receive the ﬁle (Fig. 5) (D)
that contains where to log and what to log. In this step,
our approach reads this ﬁle and creates logging statements
(Fig. 6) (A). Once, logging statements has been injected to
our HRM software system, the security engineer must run
again the HRM software system usage scenario that simulates

the incident and our approach will generate automatically a
log ﬁle (B) that detects the incident and says: ”The travel
request has been approved.” This log displays relevant ﬁelds
that provide useful information to investigate this incident
such as travel request number, the employee who requested
the travel request employee; who approved the travel request
approved by; from which computer the manager connected IP
Address.

assess minimality we will verify that no logging is generated
to indicate execution of operations that are not covered by
the sequence diagrams. We will also ensure that logs do not
record message exchanges that occur when the corresponding
logical condition in the annotated sequence diagram is not
satisﬁed. Finally, we will verify the possible downgrade in
performance introduced by logging operations. In particular,
we will compare the time to execute the security incident
scenarios in the software system instrumented with logging
with that necessary to replay the same scenario in the original
software system.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

Fig. 6. Stage 3: Logging Generation.

During the logging instrumentation stage, our aim is to
provide a practical way to make our software system to
comply with one of the security principles called: Information
Accountability deﬁned as,”the use of information should be
transparent so it is possible to determine whether a particular
use is appropriate under a given set of rules and that the system enables individuals and institutions to be held accountable
for misuse.” [35] Our approach, provides transparency and
accountability by generating a log ﬁle that detects a security
incident. This log ﬁle makes bad actions visible and who is
responsible to perform these actions.
Proposed Evaluation. To evaluate our work we will follow an approach similar to the one proposed by King and
Williams [4]. They tested four popular health care systems
to assess whether sufﬁcient logging was performed, to record
information about some of the most relevant software misuses.
Similarly, we aim to replay a set of relevant security incidents
on the software system instrumented with logging instructions. In other words, we will replay the message sequences
expressed in the sequence diagrams elicited during incident
modelling. Our objective is to assess relevance and minimality
of logs. To assess relevance we will verify that the logs
generated indicate the occurrence of the message exchanges
described in the sequence diagrams. We will also ensure
that logging is performed only when the logical conditions
indicated in the annotated sequence diagram are satisﬁed. To

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to automate
the development of forensic-ready software systems. To the
best of our knowledge, this is one of the ﬁrst approaches to
propose the automated generation of logging instructions that
can cover relevant security incidents.
For future work, we aim to develop a tool implementing the
three stages that our approach (Fig. 2). We envision the ﬁrst
two stages of our approach (Incident Modelling and Logging
Instrumentation) to be the most challenging. For Incident
Modelling, we will instrument a designated set of relevant
software system components with the capability to detect
methods execution. When the security incident scenarios are
simulated on the running software, those instructions will
represent the method execution as a message exchange in the
sequence diagram. To annotate the sequence diagram, it will
be necessary to deﬁne a set of entities, which characterize the
software system state, and on which the logical constraints
can be expressed. To achieve this aim, we will take inspiration
from existing work on feature identiﬁcation and reverse engineering of statecharts. To support Logging Instrumentation,
it will be necessary to map each message exchange in the
sequence diagram to a subset of the control ﬂow graph; this
will allow locating the position where the logging instruction
will be injected. In this stage, it is also necessary to consider
privacy concerns such as GDPR while collecting the relevant
and minimal data to detect a security incident. We will also
consider strategies to reduce the amount of logging performed
when security incidents have overlapping message exchanges
in their scenarios.
Finally, for Logging Generation, we will add an engine
that whenever log instructions have been injected and the
software system is forensic-ready, an alert will be generated
that says we should run again our software system and a log
message detecting the incident will be displayed. Additionally,
this engine will perform a deeper analysis of the log message
generated and could also encrypt the log message.
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